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This book is all about common grammar errors that students make while writing IELTS Tasks.

As many aspirants still feel the heat when it comes to write an error free sentence.



INTRODUCTION:Thank you and congratulate you on buying the book “Common Writing Errors

for IELTS”.This book is well designed and written by an experienced IELTS Trainer from India

who has been teaching IELTS for over 6 years. He is the pro in training students for IELTS. In

this book, he has covered common writing errors that students make. Ultimately this book will

lay the cornerstone of your error-free writing.Copyright©2020 All Right ReservedThis book is

licensed for your enjoyment only. This book may not be re-sold or given away to other people. If

you would like to share this book with another person, please purchase an additional copy for

each recipient. Thank you for respecting the hard work of this author.No part of this book may

be reproduced or sold in whole or in part, or transmitted in any form or by any means,

electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the written permission of

the author Bharat BhojwaniAbout the AuthorBharat Bhojwani is an Author, IELTS Trainer, You

Tuber, Web Designer, freelance HR Consultant, an Astrologer, and the author of this book.

Writing is his passion, followed by reading nonfiction books on kindle. He is interested in video

making and its editing, learning foreign languages and traveling.A passionate student keen to

learn things and share his knowledge with others. He is also a self-taught programmer with

knowledge of Python, CSS, and JavaScript. He loves to dive in the ocean of learning especially

technologies and is now recently gaining in-depth knowledge about cloud computing as well as

data science.He believes this book will be an indispensable reference and trusted guide for

students who may want to score high. Once you read this book, He assures you that you will

gain an extraordinarily hold on grammar as well as framing of complex sentences with a great

accuracy.“Procrastination is the key to failure and taking prompt action is the key to success”. I

urge you to take steps in the right direction so that you can unleash the true potential of your

Writing.Thank you again for purchasing this book, and I hope you will find it useful in the

preparation of Common Writing Errors for IELTSTable of ContentsChapter 1 – Subject /Verb

AgreementChapter 2 – ArticlesChapter 3 – TenseChapter 4 – NounsChapter 5 –

PronounChapter 6 – Infinitive/Participle/GerundChapter 7 – PrepositionChapter 8 –

ConjunctionChapter 9 - AdjectivesChapter 10 – AdverbsChapter 11 – ModalsChapter 12 –

Common ErrorsChapter 1 – Subject /Verb AgreementSyntax – It is the rule of placing the verbs

in agreement with the subjects in the number and person.Subject: It is the part of the sentence

about which something is stated.Verb: is a word or phrase that expresses an action or a

stateAgreement: It means the agreement between subject and verb.Example: The boy comes

here every dayHere Boy = Subject and comes = VerbNote: Singular subject takes a singular

verb, and Plural subject takes a plural verbRules about Subject Verb AgreementRule 1: A

singular subject takes the verb in singular and a Plural subject takes the verb in

pluralExamples:There is a cat.There are three cats.Note: A Singular subject takes a plural verb

in the subjunctive moodExample: If the story were true, what would it matter?Rule 2: An

uncountable noun, though Plural in sense, takes a Verb in Singular form:Example: The grass is

getting longRule 3: The + Adjective with a Plural verb to refer to some group of people in

society.Example: The poor are not always dishonest.Rule4: When “And” connects two subjects,

use a plural verbExample: Ellie and Graham work hard.Rule 5: If two Singular Nouns refer to

the same person or thing, or two Subjects together express one idea, the verb must be

SingularExample: The Captain and Manager of the team is comingRule 6: Titles and names of

Plural form also take a Singular verb when they refer to one thing:Example: “Seven Dwarfs”

was a very successful film.Rule 7: a singular verb is used after a subject with every, each, any,

everyone, anything and nothingExample: Every pupil has a bookRule 8: If two or more Singular



subjects preceded by ‘each’ or ‘every’ are connected by ‘and’, the verb is usually

singular.Example: Every man, woman and child was charmed.Rule 9: When or, either…. or,

neither…nor, or not only…. but also connects two singular subjects, use a singular or plural

verb.Example: Either Jenny or Garima has/have typed the document.Note: A plural verb is

common in informal EnglishRule 10: When two subjects are connected by as well as, with, like,

along with, together with or in addition to, the verb agrees with the first subjectExample: The

tutor as well as her students is here.Rule 11: More than one + singular noun + singular

verbExample: More than one girl is absent today.Rule 12: When two plural subjects are

connected in this way, the verb is used according to the subject nearer to it.Example: Neither

Nitya nor her friends work hardRule 13: One of + plural noun/pronoun + singular verbExample:

One of the boys is absentRule 14: A collective noun takes a singular verb when it is considered

as a whole and takes a plural verb when the individuals are separately thought of

Table of ContentsChapter 1 – Subject /Verb AgreementChapter 2 – ArticlesChapter 3 –

TenseChapter 4 – NounsChapter 5 – PronounChapter 6 – Infinitive/Participle/GerundChapter 7

– PrepositionChapter 8 – ConjunctionChapter 9 - AdjectivesChapter 10 – AdverbsChapter 11 –

ModalsChapter 12 – Common ErrorsChapter 1 – Subject /Verb AgreementSyntax – It is the

rule of placing the verbs in agreement with the subjects in the number and person.Subject: It is

the part of the sentence about which something is stated.Verb: is a word or phrase that

expresses an action or a stateAgreement: It means the agreement between subject and

verb.Example: The boy comes here every dayHere Boy = Subject and comes = VerbNote:

Singular subject takes a singular verb, and Plural subject takes a plural verbRules about

Subject Verb AgreementRule 1: A singular subject takes the verb in singular and a Plural

subject takes the verb in pluralExamples:There is a cat.There are three cats.Note: A Singular

subject takes a plural verb in the subjunctive moodExample: If the story were true, what would

it matter?Rule 2: An uncountable noun, though Plural in sense, takes a Verb in Singular

form:Example: The grass is getting longRule 3: The + Adjective with a Plural verb to refer to

some group of people in society.Example: The poor are not always dishonest.Rule4: When

“And” connects two subjects, use a plural verbExample: Ellie and Graham work hard.Rule 5: If

two Singular Nouns refer to the same person or thing, or two Subjects together express one

idea, the verb must be SingularExample: The Captain and Manager of the team is comingRule

6: Titles and names of Plural form also take a Singular verb when they refer to one

thing:Example: “Seven Dwarfs” was a very successful film.Rule 7: a singular verb is used after

a subject with every, each, any, everyone, anything and nothingExample: Every pupil has a

bookRule 8: If two or more Singular subjects preceded by ‘each’ or ‘every’ are connected by

‘and’, the verb is usually singular.Example: Every man, woman and child was charmed.Rule 9:

When or, either…. or, neither…nor, or not only…. but also connects two singular subjects, use

a singular or plural verb.Example: Either Jenny or Garima has/have typed the document.Note:

A plural verb is common in informal EnglishRule 10: When two subjects are connected by as

well as, with, like, along with, together with or in addition to, the verb agrees with the first

subjectExample: The tutor as well as her students is here.Rule 11: More than one + singular

noun + singular verbExample: More than one girl is absent today.Rule 12: When two plural

subjects are connected in this way, the verb is used according to the subject nearer to

it.Example: Neither Nitya nor her friends work hardRule 13: One of + plural noun/pronoun +

singular verbExample: One of the boys is absentRule 14: A collective noun takes a singular

verb when it is considered as a whole and takes a plural verb when the individuals are

separately thought ofExample: There is a large audienceThe audience are requested to take



their seats (separately)Rule 15: After but or not only… but also, the verb agrees with the

nearest subjectExample: Not only Jimmy but also his friends are buying chocolates.Exercise 1:

Provide a verb in agreement with its Subject:One of the helicopters --------------- missingThe

jury ------------ divided in their opinion.Each of the robbers -------------- arrested.Two thirds of the

book ------------- been lost.Iron as well as copper ------------- found in USA.Answers:
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